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Kia Ora, Kia Orana, Malo e Lelei, Fakaalofa Lahi Atu, Talofa Lava, Nǐ hǎo, Salut,
Namaste, Bonjour, Bula Vinaka, Guten Tag, Goeie Dag, Shalom, Cześć, Hello, Ciào,
(Ohayoou),
Ahn Nyeong, Olá, Privet!, Xin Chào, Salam, Goedendag, Chom
Reap Sour, សួស្ Suosdei, Ayubowan

よう

안녕

おは

One of the things I love about Reremoana is
our diversity. What a fabulous gift for our
children, to be growing in an environment
where they can learn about so many different
cultures. At the beginning of 2022 our
ethnicity data showed:
23% NZ Maori
22% NZ European
14% Indian
11% Chinese
11% Pasifika
6% African
6% Other Asian
5% Other

While a cultural celebration day celebrates our diversity in a large and very
joyous way, we love that our students often share their culture and customs in
the classrooms. We want our children to come to Reremoana School and feel
proud of who they are and feel like that their culture is a strength. Having a
strong sense of connection and identity are important for wellbeing. If your
child or whanau ever has something to share, possibly linked to a celebration in
your culture, please make contact with your child’s teacher so they can support
this.
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Kotahi te
kākano, he
nui ngā hua o
te rākau.
A tree comes
from one seed
but bears many
fruit.

As well as being key parts of our Language of Learning, being able to relate to
and work with a diverse range of people and to demonstrate respect and
cultural awareness are life skills that are in hot demand in a globalised world.
This week brings us to the end of what has felt like a very long term. In fact it’s
the first term where we have been at school continuously for 10 weeks for quite
some time! While it’s been fabulous to be back at school together, Covid has
definitely provided challenges. Thank you so much for all your support, for
supporting your children with mask wearing, for keeping your children at
home when unwell, for your prompt communication with us when someone in
your household has tested positive. Thank you for working with us to get
through this! Have a fabulous Easter weekend, stay safe and we’ll see you in
Term 2
Julie Cowan
Principal
Learn Grow Succeed

This whakataukī
emphasises that in our
commonality we are all
different.
We celebrate those
differences while
maintaining our
relationship with each
other.

Be Resilient.............Be Collaborative...........Be Creative.........Be Respectful........Be A Contributor........Be A Thinker

Alert Level Change
Yesterday the COVID response Minister Chris Hipkins announced a move to Orange
Alert Level from midnight last night.
Over the holidays, and based on pending advice from the Ministry, we will review and
update our COVID Health and Safety Plan to reflect these changes.
Towards the end of the break, look out for a community update with information
regarding any changes that pertain to our school.

Drop Zone Safety
We continue to have concerns around the driving and parking behaviours around our
school, especially adults collecting children at the end of the day.
The drop zone is not open in the afternoons as it created an extreme safety risk due to
to volume of people wanting to collect from this point, and also the inconsiderate
behaviour of some drivers.
Since installing the gates in the drop zone, we have noticed that some people think it's
OK to stop, and even park, across the entrance and exit to the drop zone.
These areas must be kept clear please. Emergency vehicles must be able to access our
school at all times. Staff need to be able to exit the car park safely.
Yellow lines are also to be kept clear - please, NO STOPPING on yellow lines to collect
or drop off your child.
Number plates of offending vehicles are being collected and may be passed on to the
police, who will also have an increased presence in the area on random days.
The purpose of these rules is not to inconvenience the adults collecting or dropping
children, but rather to keep our students safe.
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"ALL ABOUT MY CULTURE" POSTER COMPETITION

WINNERS!

RUBY
AMY
KARAR

MAISHA

MASON

CHRISTIE

ESTHER

KRISHA

SHAUN

CONGRATULATIONS TO EVERYONE WHO ENTERED! WE WERE BLOWN AWAY
AT HOW AMAZING THEY WERE AND LEARNT SO MUCH ABOUT OUR MANY
CULTURES AT REREMOANA SCHOOL!

Our Pepeha
Kereru Hub 1 have completed and published their pepeha. The tamariki included in their
pepeha their maunga (mountain), awa (river), their extended family, their grandparents and
their parents. Here are the finished pepeha

Cultural Celebration Day
Each kaitiaki chose a culture to celebrate and learn more about. Check out some photos of
the learning we did around two of the countries - South africa and Japan. (We also did Brazil
and Scotland)

Cultural Posters

This week we learned about
different cultures and how they
celebrate cultural celebrations.
I think it’s cool to see what
other cultures do because we
all have cool and exciting
cultures we want to share. Eden I

This week is cultural week and we
got to make slides about our
culture. We also learned about
different cultures and learned their
history! So this week was a lot of
fun learning! - Nikhil S

Pukeko Hub 2 learnt and shared about our own cultures by taking part in the "All
About My Culture" poster competition. Christie from our hub won 1st prize!
We learnt more about South Africa from Mrs Bosman and tried a South African
dance. From Mrs Hunter we learnt to use the poi and ti rakau.

What Else We've Been Learning...
In the lead up to our Cultural Day, some students in
Kereru Hub 2 have been doing 'Around the World'
reading. It made sense for us to start our journey in
our own Aotearoa.
Left, Brody has drawn a picture of Tāwhirimātea, and
he's chosen some words to describe him.
As part of the FRIENDS programme we are learning
about different feelings. Some KH2 students learned
the names of some emotions in Māori today - then we
played a game where they had to act the emotion.
Below are some students acting out aumoe (relaxed).
I think they are ready for the holidays!
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Orienteering Results

